ALUMNI UPDATES

Career Updates

Nick Swartz, MKT '15, Sales Operations Specialist, Schuler Group
Paul Mets, MGT/MKT '16, Digital Marketing Specialist, Attendance on Demand
Lauren Huisman, ECN '15, Quality Coordinator, Brose
Rofida Harb, HRM '15, Benefits Coordinator, G-Tech Services
Mindy Diep, MKT '15, Event Coordinator, Italian American Banquet Center
Chris Cerrini, MGT/HRM '11, Field Marketing Manager, Monster Energy

IN THE NEWS

The Business Career Services team is providing overview training of Handshake Consultant.

Happy to report that Jaclyn Fortier will continue on as a part-time Career Consultant.

Additional News

Shift Digital
REALTEAM Real Estate
Pella
North American Bancard
Nexteer
Fiserv
Faurecia
Continental Corporation

INTERNET OF THINGS.

SHIELD of Michigan and AAA Life Insurance.

The SAIFE the CPA Exam; a presentation by BDO and a presentation by MSX International.

Libby Ciliberti, formerly head of Human Resources at FCA.

SHRM
AMA
Hospital.

See pix on chapter in November to make 73 blankets for the pediatric ward of Beaumont from the U of M Flint chapter of BAP and OU's Golden Key organization joined the

Libby Ciliberti, formerly head of Human Resources at FCA.

The OU chapter of

Journal

McLaren Greater Lansing welcomes Casey Kandow as COO

Serota's lecture at Rochester Hills Public Library.

Professor explains truth about lying, features interview with Michael A. Mazzeo. (T

Hormones & Behavior. behavior and social & economic decision making: A review” was published in

Sid Mittra
Melbourne, Australia.
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